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Developing
Strong Para$raphs
When it comes to writing well, you must remember these two words:
support and organization. You need to select details that support your main
point, and you need to organize those details effectively. That's where one
basic form of writing, the paragraph,-comes into play. Paragraphs help
you organize your thoughts and make it gasier for the-.reader to follow
your line of thinking.
During the sometimes messy revising process, it is the paragraph

that enables you to rearrange your details into logical units that deliver
a strong, clear message from start to finish. You'll know your writing
succeeds when each paragraph works by itself and with the others that
come before and after it.

WHAT'S AHEAD
This chapter reviews the parts and types ofparagraphs and
includes information about understanding and arranging details.
You'Il find a helpful chart of transitional words and phrases.
The Parts of a Paragraph
Achieving Unity
Types of Paragraphs
Understanding Details
Aruanging Details
Using Transitions
Quick Guide
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The Parts of a Paragraph
Most paragraphs begin with a topic sentence, identifying the topic
of the writing. The sentences in the body of the paragraph support or
explain the topic, while the closing sentence brings the paragraph to a
logical stopping point.

I The topic sentence tells the reader what your paragraph
is about. Here is a formula for topic sentences:

Txe Toptc Serurence

A specific topic

FORMULA

+
=

a particular feeling or feature about the topic
an effective topic sentence.

Topic Sentence: Ganada's 29-3O million people (topic) can be divided
into three main groups: native people, descendents of
Europeans, and more recent immigrants (particular feature).

*rus$#ffi Effi##
The topic sentence isn't always the first sentence in a paragraph.
It can also appear in the middle or at the end of the paragraph.
For example, you can begin a paragraph with details that build up
to the summary topic statement. (See the next two pages.)

I The body is the main part of the paragraph. It contains all of the
information the reader needs to understand the topic. The sentences in the
body should contain details that clearly support the topic sentence. Arrange
these details in the best possible order.

Tnr Booy

Body Sentence: Native peoplen about

2 percent of the population, are

those who came across the Bering Strait from Asia
thousands of years ago.
r:.:',,':r.

Turn to 'Arranging Details," pages
, when you have
in a paragraph.

questions about how to organize the details

I The closing (clincher) sentence comes after all the details have
been included in the body of the paragraph. This sentence may (1) remind your
Tne Clostne

reader of the topic, (2) summarize the paragraph, or (3) link the paragraph
to the next one.
Closing Sentence: All three groups contribute to making Canada a rich and
interesting culture.

Devdtoping strong

Faragraphs
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A Closer Look at Topic Sentences
Where you place the topic sentence in a paragraph depends on the purpose
writing. The examples below and on the next page show topic sentences
placed at the beginning, at the end, and in the middle of paragraphs.
of your

Pllcwe rue Toptc Setrence Frnsr: Put the topic sentence first when you want
to be absolutely direct-stating the main idea and then developing it. With
this placement, the reader immediately understands the main point and how
it relates to the previous paragraph. (The excerpt below, taken from a student
writer's essay on Scotland, begins with the last sentence of the paragraph
that precedes the model.)
. . . lf what you seek is quiet, peace, and a time to reflect, I can think of no
better hideaway than Scotland.
However, the paradox of Scotland is that violence was once the norm in
ttris
during war. The Picts were the first inhabitants, fierce men so named by the
Romans because tattoos covered their bodies like paint. The mighty Romans
could not conquer them, so the Empire had to erect two huge walls to keep
them out. Eventually, both walls fell, and the Romans left. By 844, Picts were
united with the Scots, invaders from lreland, under Kenneth MacAlpin, the first
king of Scotland. The loosely knit nation of clans then spent nearly the next
millennium fighting against the English and each other, But unlike the lrish
nationalists, the Scots fell silent after the last uprising was crushed in the

eighteenth century.

Plncrnc rxe Toprc Senrence Ar rHE Er'ro: Put the paragraph's key idea at
the end when you want to give details or arguments that build up to it, a
strategy particularly useful in persuasive, writing. The paragraph'below, from
a student writer's paper on changes in affirmative action, uses a question to
introduce the main idea, but saves the topic sentence for the end.
How, exactly, has the definition of "affirmative action" changed since the
concept became an issue in the 1960s? William Bradford Reynolds, former
assistant attorney general in the Civil Rights Division, describes this process
in "Affirmative Action and lts Negative Repercussions." When affirmative
action started in the '60s, it was meant to help everybody, not just certain
ethnic groups. As Reynolds says, it was "originally defined in terms of active
recruitment and outreach measures aimed at enhancing employment for all
Americans" (38). But in the '7Os this broad definition narrowed. Reynolds
argues that during that decade, affirmative action turned into a tool for creating
racial balance in the workplace. lt became a way of enhancing employment
opportunities for select groups. After several court battles in the '8Os and the
Civil Rights Act of 1991, the definition of affirmative action changed again: it
came to be seen as a tool of last resort in cases of persistent discrimination.
Thus, through four decades of struggle and social change, affirmative action
has shifted from its original meaning and purpose.
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Pucrr,rc rur Toprc senrence rn rxe Mroore: Put the topic sentence in the middle
of the paragraph when you want to build up to and then move away from the
main idea. such an approach can let you show two sides of an issue, hinged on
a central topic sentence. In the paragraph below, a student writer compares
events within a film with those that were part of the filmmaking process.
During the making of Apocalypse Now, Eleanor coppola, wife of the film's
director, gathered documentary footage of how the movie was being made.
This footage became a separate film called Hearts of Darkness: A Filmmaker's
Apocalypse. ln the first film, the renegade Kurtz has disappeared with his men
and native followers into the cambodian jungle. Having gone insane, he carries
on his own war using his own brutal methods. The film's main character, captain
willard, must "find and terminate" Kurlz. As willard's search tor Kurtz lengthens,
the screen fills with flames, smoke, exploding bodies, burning bodies, and blood.
However, as Hearts of Darkness relates, the horror and insanity portrayed
in the fictionai
es
of the production company. ln the documentary, director rrarrcis roro coppora
says about the movie Apocalypse Now, "too much money, too much equipment,
and little by little we went insane" (Hearts). Larry Fishburne, who played one of
Willard's men, says.in the documentary, "War is fun. you can do anything you
want to. That's why Vietnam must have been so much fun for the guys out there"
(Hearts). Toward the end of the filming ol Apocatypse Now, Martin sheen, who
played willard, suffered a life-threatening heart attack. when one of coppola's
assistahts sent the news back to the investors in the United States, the director
exploded: "Even if Marty dies, he's not dead unless lsay he's dead" (Hearts),

Creating_.Qq[e1e4ge
In addition to writing a clear topic

sentence, you can do several
otherthingstokeepyourparagraphscoherentandfocused
tr Monitor the use of tense throughout a paragraph to
avoid confusion. The above paragraph opens and closes in the
past tense; references to the screenplays, however, are all in the
present tense, as they should be.

tr Use parallel constructions to increase readability
,,portrayed

and clarity. Participial phrases such as
in the
fictional Apocalypse Now" and "lived out in the real lives of
the production company" make the main point of the topic
sentence clear.

I
I

Repeat key words or phrases for added meaning and
emphasis. "Having gone insane" and, later, ,,little by little we

went insane" emphasize the focus of the paragraph.
Use transitions to improve the flow of ideas. Words like
"during," "however," and "toward the end', keep the reader on
track throughout the paragraph.

Developing Strong Paragrapfrs

-
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Achieving Unity
To achieve unity or coherence, make sure all sentences in the body of
a paragraph support the topic sentence. If any sentences shift the focus
away from the topic, revise the paragraph in one of the following ways:
I Delete the material from the paragraph.
I Rewrite the material so that it clearlv
supports the
topic sentence.
I Create a separate paragraph for the
material.
I Revise the topic sentence so that it
relates more closely
to the supporting sentences.

Revising for Unity
Examine the following paragraphs about fishing hooks. The original topic
sentence focuses on the idea that some anglers prefer smooth hools instead
of barbed hooks. However, the writer doesn't
develop this idea and
"o*pl"t"ly
changes the focus to the cost of new hooks. In
hii reviied rr"r.lon, the writer

restores unity by discussing anglers who prefer smooth hooks in the first
paragraph and addressing replacement costs in the second paragraph.
Onrclr,rll-

(

Llcxs uNtry)

According to some anglers who do use smooth hooks,'their lures perform
better than barbed lures as long as they maintain a constant tension on the line.
smooth hooks can bite deeper than barbed hooks, actually providing a stronger
hold on the fish. some people have argued that replacing ail of the barbed
hooks in their tackle would be a cosily operation.

Revrseo Venslorrr (Snows uNtry)
According to some anglers who do use smooth hooks, their lures perform
better than barbed lures as long as they maintain a constant tension on the line.
smooth hooks can bite deeper than barbed hooks, actually providing a stronger
hold on the fish. These anglers testify that switching from barbed hooks hasn't
ruined their catch. They land approximately the same number of fish. ln fact,
they enjoy the sport even more because of the added challenge of playing the
fish (maintaining line tension).
some people have argued that replacing all of the barbed hooks in their
tackle would be a costly operation. while this is certainly a concern, people who
fish do not necessarily have to replace their hooks. with a simple set of pliers,
they can bend down the barbs on most conventional hooks, modifying their
existing tackle at no cost.
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Types of Paragraphs
There are four types ofparagraphs: expository, descriptive, narrative,
and persuasive. (Notice how the details support each topic sentence.)

Expository
An expository paragraph presents facts, gives directions, defines terms,
and so on. It should clearly inform the reader about a specific subject.
"Hope is a dangerous thing," Morgan Freeman tells his fellow inmate in the
movie S/zorushanh Redemption.'tlt ban drive a man insane." In this negative view,
the prisoner sees hope only as wishful thinking, not determination. Freeman
believes that hope cannot coexist with what he calls being institutionalizedaccepting fate and living it-and Freeman prefers his world safe, without the
disappointments hope brings. When serving a life sentence in jail, this is logical,
but not entirely human. In contrast, others have taken a more romantic, optimistic
view of hope. Pliny the Elder, a first-genfury Roman, said, "Hope is the pillar that
holds up the world. Hope is the dream'of the walking man." This is a grand view,
but questionable as well. Finally, Webster defines hope as "a feeling that what is
wanted will happen." So which understanding of hope is right? Is it good, bad, or
neutral? Hope may indeed run contrary to cultural norms and ihstitutions and at
the same time be intrinsic to humanity. In her short fiction, Eudora Welty reveals
hope as the reason her heroines break from their cultural expectations. To Welty,
hope is a paradox, part ofbeing human and yet a defiance ofeveryday, normal life.

Descriptive
A descriptive paragraph presents a clear picture ofa person, a place, a
thing, or an idea. It should contain plenty of sensory details.
The new passenger made herself known. She stomped up each stair onto the
bus, one hand gripping the steel side bar, the other hand firmly pressed on her
cane) a thick walking stick with a worn silver duck's head for a handle. She nodded
regally to the driver as her coins clattered into the fare box, then surveyed the bus
for the likeliest seat. She started slowly down the center aisle, her wizened hand
flitting from the back of one seat to the next. The scent of stale lilacs mingled with
a trace of fried onions followed her down the aisle. Finally, she stopped in front of a
young girl whose ear was dotted with piercings. The old woman tapped her cane
against the girl's booted foot, nudging it aside. The girl wordlessly moved over to the
window seat. Leaning on her cane, the old woman sat down gingerly, swinging her
legs in after her. She smoothed the front of her coat, made of an expensive fabric
that had seen better days. Head erect, cloudy black eyes bright with defiant victory,
the old woman stared straight ahead, her left hand, adorned with only a worn gold
band, gently caressing the silver duck head. Her highness had claimed her kingdom.

Ddveloping Sirong'raragrap,hs
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Narrative
A narrative paragraph tells a story. It should include details that answer
the 5 W's (Who? What? Wheru? Where? and Why?) about the experience.

,
,
I
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in first grade, I learned some of the harsh realities of life. I found out that
circuses aren't all they're supposed to be. We were going to the circus for our class
trip, and I was really excited about it. Our class worked for weeks on a circus train
made of shoe boxes. The day of the trip finally came, and the circus I dreamed of
turned out to be nothing but one disappointment after another. First, I couldn't see
much of anything. I could just barely make out some tiny figures scurrying around
in the three rings. After the first half hour, all I wanted to do was buy a soda and
a monkey-on-a-stick and get out of there. Of course, nothing in life is that easy.
We weren't allowed to buy anything, so I couldnt have my souvenir; and instead
of a cold soda to quench my thirst, I had lukewarm milk that the room mothers
nua so thoughtfully brought along. I returned to school tired and a little wiser. I
remember looking at our little circus train on the window ledge and thinking that
Id rather sit and watch it do nothing than go to another circus.

Fers*asive
A persuasive paragraph expresses an opinion and tries to convince the
It should contain supporting points that help

reader that the opinion is valid.
solidify your argument.

Spaying or neutering is a humane way to treat the growing problem of
unwanted animals in the United States. These simple operations can giiminate
aggressive behavior and roaming, reducing the risk that a pet may be hit by a car
or injured in a fight with another animal. While 'ifixing" a pet may make it gentler,
it will not eliminate the protective behavior desired of watchdogs. Some say that
fixing a cat or dog will make it fat and lazy, but overfeeding and lack of exercise
do that. Spaying or neutering a pet may actually protect the animal's health,
reducing or eliminating the risk of various cancers. Altered pets, in fact, live long,
healthy lives. Perhaps the most compelling reason for altering a pet is to reduce the
number of unwanted animals that fill pounds ancl humane societies. According to
the American Humane Society, one dog or cat can be responsible for thousands of
puppies or kittens born within a seven-year period. Controlling the pet population
can reduce the numbers ofhomeless dogs and cats that roam city streets and the
countryside, just trying to survive. These abandoned animals often revert to the
wild, posing a threat or nuisance similar to the one posed by coyotes. It's cruel and
even dangerous to allow animals to continue having unwanted litters. By spaying or
neutering their pets, people can create a healthier, safer world for domestic animals.

#
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Understanding Details
There are many types of details you can include
-longer
forms of writing). Your reason for

in paragraphs (and in
writing determines *hi.t details
are most important to your work. The key types of details are explained
below and on the next page.

Fncts are details that can be proven. Facts remain constant, regardless of the
type of paragraph you write.

ln 1966, for the first time ever, five African Americans started for the
Texas Western Miners in the NCAA basketball championship,
when faced with impeachment as a result of his rore in watergate,

President Richard Nixon resigned on August

g, Lg74.

stlnsres present significant numerical information about a chosen topic.
Making the Lord of the Rings firms was an epic firmmaking process
that included shooting more than 6o0 million feet of film, using 2,700
special-effects shots, and creating 1,'600 pairs of Hobbit feet.
witlr more than 9oo wins and a winning percentage over .goo, Tennessee
coach Pat summitt is the winningest coach in college basketball history,
Exaruples are

individual samples that illustrate a main point.

During the victorian period of architecture, the stick style was often
overshadowed by other styles, but it had its own unique characteristics (main
point). As its name suggests, the stick style is known for its stick work,
the
decorative patterns of boards on a house's exterior. stick houses were always
clad with wood siding. The stick work created horizontal, vertical, or diagonal
patterns on the siding, which imitated architecture from medieval Europe.

brief stories or "slices of life" that help you make your point.
They can illustrate a point more personally than a matter-of-raci tistlng or
details.

Anecoores are

sometimes people's minds pray tricks on them, and they need to take
the time to look up information that they think they know. Explaining his
embarrassing "potatoe" spelling incident, former vice president Dan euayle
admitted, "l should have caught the mistake on that spelling bee card, but as
Mark rwain once said, 'You should never trust a man who has only one way to
spell a word.' " When told that it was actually President Andrew Jackson and not
Mark rwdin he quoted, Quayle said, "l should have remembered that was Andrew
Jackson who said that since he got his nickname ,stonewall, by vetoing bills
passed by congress." Quayle was wrong again. He had confused Andrew
Jackson
with the confederate general rhomas Jackson, who received the nickname
"Stonewall" during the Civil War.

:.:'t:-. Make sure that an anecdote makes a pertinent point about
your specific topic.

Developing Strong

Paragiaphs
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Quorartons are words from other people

that you repeat exactly in your writing.
They can provide powerful supporting evidence.
Sometimes a comic observation can make you think about an important
topic. For example, comedian Jay London observed, "l told my therapist I was
having nightmares about nuclear explosions. He said, 'Don't worry, it's not the
end of the world.' " We laugh at the idea, but when we actually think about it,
the statement does remind us that we live in the nuclear age.
Dertntlons provide the meanings of unfamiliar terms. Definitions may add
some

clarity to your writing.

Greener vehicles may run on biodiesel, a renewable fuel derived from
vegetable oil or animal fat.

Relsotts justify ideas
question.

or actions, expand motives, and answer the "Why?"

Filmmakers should not be allowed to make sequels, especially ones with
successive numbers in the titles. Producers should know that sequels lose money.
Although these movies are made to capitalize on the success of the first film,
no sequel has topped an original at the box office. With few exceptions, such as
Godfather ll and Godfather lll, sequels almost never approach the quality of the
original film. With each increasing title number, the film's originality decreases.
Did we really need Jason X when Friday the 73th Was enough? Most importantly,
for each sequel, you lose one or more 'A'stars from the one before it. This clearly
makes each movie less watchable,
SururunRtes

give shorter versions of things said, written, or done.

On March 23, L775, Patrick Henry gave a speech to the Virginia Convention.
Crown-his love for his
country, his distrust of British governors, and his hope for others to st'and up
against oppression. Most remember only his closing remark that summed
up his argument-"Give me liberty, or give me deathl"
He noted his reasons for rebelling against the British

Corvlpantsous show how

two topics are similar or different.

Although they were fought about 4O years apart, the war in lraq is still similar
to the Vietnam War. Most United States citizens did not know where Vietnam
was in 1966. ln 2O06, after three years of war, 63 percent of U.S. citizens ages
t8-24 could not find lraq on a map. The U.S. entered both wars because of a
perceived threat: Vietnam because of Communism and lraq because of terrorism,
Both wars were fought against a stubborn enemy that used guerrilla tactics. Early
in each war, both Lyndon Johnson and George W. Bush declared that the mission
was accomplished, Then, as the wars continued, both saw their approval ratings
plummet.

break down complex wholes into their major parts.
American government thrives due to the balance of power among its three
branches of leadership: the executive (the president), which enforces laws; the
legislative (the Congress), which makes laws; and the judicial (the Supreme
Court), which interprets laws.

Arunlvses
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Arranging Details
On the next four pages, you will find sample paragraphs following
seven basic methods of organization. Review these samples when you have

questions about arranging the details

in your own writing.

Classification
Classification is an effective method for explaining a complex term or
concept. To classify, you break a topic down into categories and subcategories

to help the reader better understand it. The following paragraph classifies
the three main types of plastics.
Since the first plastic, cellulose nitrate, was developed more than 100
years ago, this durable material has become an integral part of daily life.
Three structurally different plastics are created by chemically changing natural
materials or by synthesizing raw materials, The three types are characterized
by their molecular structure, which determines how each type reacts to heat,
Thermoplastics have a branched molecular structure that forms the weakest
bond. Pliable at normal temperatures, they melt into a sticky mess with high
heat (packaging). Durable elastomers have a cross-link structure that allows for
flexibility. Once shaped through heating, however, they cannot be reshaped but
retain flexibility (tires), Thermosets, the most tightly structdred plastics, are very
hard, with a tightly woven molecular structure that resists reshaping once they
are cured. This type of plastic is used to make everything from outlet covers to
computer shelves. Different types of plastics, each designed to meet different
needs, all play key roles in today's world.

Analogy
An analogy is another effective method for explaining a complex or
unfamiliar topic. To develop an analogy, you explain the unfamiliar topic
in terms of a familiar one. The following paragraph explains the immune
system in terms of how the security system in a mall works.
The human body is like a mall, and the immune system is like mall security,
Because the mall has hundreds of employees and thousands of customers,
security guards must rely on photo lD's, name tags, and uniforms to decide who
should be allowed to open cash registers and who should have access to the
vaults. ln the same way, white blood cells and antibodies need to use DNA cues
to recognize which cells belong in a body and which do not. Occasionally security
guards make mistakes, wrestling Kookie the Klown to the ground while DVD
players "walk" out of the service entrance, but these problems amount to allergic
reactions or little infections. lf security guards become hypervigilant, detaining
every customer and employee, the situation is akin to leukemia, in which white
blood cells attack healthy cells. lf security guards become corrupt, letting
some thieves take a "five-finger discount," the situation is akin to AIDS. Both
systems-mall security and human immunity-work by correctly differentiating

friend from foe.
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"First- w*rk har* t* master th* ta*ls.
Simptify, pril*c, and strir,'* f*r ord*r."

Ghronological Order

-William

Zinsser

Sharing a Story
Chronological (time) order is effective for sharing a story or explaining
a process. Information is organized according to what happens first, second,
third, and so on. The paragraph below uses chronological order to tell about
applying for a summer job.
When I applied to work on a mail boat last summer, I went through an
unusual application process. Surprisingly, there was no interview for this job.
lnstead, I had to show that I could leap from boat to pier and back again. On
"audition" day, all of the job hopefuls were loaded onto the huge, flat mail boat,
which motored away from the dock to start its circle around the large lake. At
the first pier, the driver shouted a name. A girl with a long ponytail stepped
up and was handed a fake packet of mail and instructed to make the delivery.
She mistimed her jump and hit the water with a loud splash. We pulled her in,
laughing and sputtering, and the boat continued to the next pier. One by one, we
each had to make the jump from boat to pier. Some of us made it, and some
of us didn't. I didn't time my return jump quite right and fell into the cold water.
Those in the group who made the leap both ways became mail deliverers. I
ended up working for-a boat rental business instead. That wasn't too bad, but it
wasn't as exciting as working on the mail boat. So next year I will again leap at
the chance to deliver mail.

Explaining a Process
Chronological order is useful when explaining a process or series of steps.
The writer introduces the topic and therdescribes lh" process step-by-step.
Perhaps the biggest threat to the nation's freshwater lakes is the process
of eutrophication, caused by an excess of nutrients. The process begins at the
oligotrophic phase, when water is clear with little aerobic activity. ln the second
phase, the mesotrophic phase, fertilizers are washed into the water through rain
runoff. Rich with nitrates and phosphates, the fertilizers stimulate the growth
of algae and other water plants, creating an algal "bloom." By phase three, the
eutrophic phase, the bloom has grown to affect the oxygen level in the water
in two ways. First, it prevents the water from absorbing light needed for oxygen
generation. Second, the algae is broken down by aerobic bacteria that further
deplete the oxygen in the water. Left unchecked, the process moves to the
hypereutrophic phase, when algae chokes and kills living organisms. The final
stage is the dystrophic phase in which water becomes hypoxic, or lacking in
enough oxygen to sustain life, and the body of water becomes officially "dead,"
People in this country must find a way to counteract this process or face losing
the nation's clean freshwater supply.
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lllustration
Illustration (general to specific) is a method of organization in which
a general idea (the topic sentence) is stated and followed with specific
details, facts, and examples that clarify or support the idea. The paragraph
below opens with a main point about humpback whales and follows with an

explanation ofthe current research on the subject.
.
lt's hard to say how humpback whales find their way. They may rely on their
excellent sense of hearing to"pick up low-frequency sound waves that bounce
off common ocean features such as rock and coral. Scientists also believe that
they may look for familiar landforms. Two researchers recently detected a small
amount of magnetic material in humpbacks, which may allow them to migrate

by sensing the earth's magnetic field. This may explain why whales get stranded.
Some researchers think it's because they are drawn to coasts with low magnetic
forces, thinking they are clear waterways. This would also explain how they could
follow such precise migration paths.

Climax
Climax (specific to general) is a method of organi zation in which the
specific details lead up to an important summary statement. (If a topic
sentence is used, it is placed at the end.) The following paragraph shows the
excitement building as the writer waits for a concert to b-egin.
As the lights dimmed in the amphitheater, multicolored spoflights began
to circle overhead, bouncing off the ceiling and swirling over the heads of the
crowd. The sound began to build. At first, it sounded like thunder rumbling in the
distance, but soon it grew to a deafening roar. People all around were stamping
their feet, clapping their hands, and whistling through their fingers to show that
they were ready for the show to begin. The crowd noise was soon drowned out
by a blast of bass guitar and drums that seemed to come out of nowhere.
Behind a blinding flash of light and a shower of glittering sparks, the band
appeared onstage and began to play. At last, the concert had begun.

Help_Ele
When you organize a paragraph from general to specific, you are
working deductively. Most scientific and informative writing iequires
deductive reasoning because it helps make complicated material easy
to understand. When you organi te fro specific to general, you u"L
working inductively. Inductive reasoning is often uled in'plrsonal
essays and short stories.

:: OeGloping'sitnng:.Paiagia:prhdi:trii87:':':i:'r

Gomparison and Contrast
In the paragraphs that follow, the writer compares and contrasts the
literary characters Ulysses and Arthur. More particularly, he is comparing
Lord Tennyson's version of these characters in two of Tennyson's poems. The
writer covers similarities in the first paragraph and moves on to differences
in the next.
ln Alfred, Lord Tennyson's "Ulysses" and ldylls of the King, the litle heroes
Ulysses and Arthur are alike in many ways, yet significant differences are
apparent. lndeed, both Ulysses and Arthur deal with problems that all men
face. Both heroes are disappointed in people. ln lthaca, the Greek hero of the
Trojan War rules a rrsavage race" of people who do not know him and do not
appreciate him; while in Britain, Arthur must engage in battle with knights who
once loved him. Furthermore, both Ulysses and Arthur must recognize that their
sons do not share their ideals. Telemachus is not a hero; he is "centered in the
sphere of common duties." Arthur's illegitimate son, Mordred, lacks morals and
leads a rebellion against him. Finally, both Ulysses and Arthur face death. The
aged Ulysses recognizes that his life is almost over, and in winter, King Arthur
is mortally wounded in battle. Clearly, both legendary heroes struggle with
universal problems.
Nevertheless, these legendary heroes have distinctly different personalities.
Tennyson portrays Ulysses as a self-centered man, while Arthur is a model ruler.
Ulysses leaves his subjects in lthaca before order is fully restored because he
finds life too dull there and wants to do some "work of noble note"-possibly to
increase his fame. Arthur, on the other hand, loves his people, struggles against
evil, and dies trying to restore the glory of the past. ln addition, Ulysses draws no
emotional response, while Arthur is both hated and loved. Although Ulysses was
absent for ten years after the Trojan Wa.r, his wife and so-n are lukewarm toward
him and do not beg him to stay at home. Mordred, on the other hand, wickedly
plots against the virtuous English king. Sir Bedivere weeps as he carries Arthur
out of the church, and the three queens receive the dying king with tears. Finally,
the gods seem unimportant to Tennyson's Ulysses, while Arthur is religious.
Although Ulysses briefly mentions striving with gods in the past, they do not
appear to play a role in his daily life. Arthur, however, is a devout Christian who
tries to do the will of God and believes in the power of prayer. lt seems fair to
conclude that, even though Tennyson's Ulysses and Arthur are similar on the
surface, a closer look reveals significant differences.

ii*-1{: Pay special attention to transitions in the above paragraphs.

Transitions are used within each paragraph ("furthermore,"
"finally," "on the other hand," and so on) and between them
("nevertheless") to move smoothly from one idea or train of thought
to the next. (See the next two pages for a list of transitions.)

l::
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Using Transitions
Transitions can be used to connect one sentence to another within a
paragraph, or to connect one paragraph to another within a longer essay
or report. The lists that follow show a number of transitions and how they
are used. Each colared list is a group of transitions that could work well
together in a piece of writing.

Words used to show location
. above
acloss
against
along

."rolg
To
T0

between
by

down

in back of
in

Above

Below

around
behind
below
beneath
beside

-

the left
the right

llont

01

ln front of

On top of

Beside

Next to

ln back of

Beneath

inside
into
neal
next to

outside
ovet

throughout

to the light

on top of

under

finally
then
as soon as
in the end

Words used to show time
about

during

yesterday

until

after
at

first

meanwhile

next

second
to begin

today
tomortow

soon

To begin
To continue
To conclude

Now
Soon

Then

Before
During

Eventually

Next

After

nefole
First
Second
Third
Finally

later
First

ln the end

Words used to compare things
likewisi

as

like

also

in the same

similarly

ln the same way

One way

Also

Another way
Both

Similarly

way

one way
both

Words used to contrast (show differences)
but
still
although
yet
however
otherwise
On the other hand
Even though

Although

stitl

Nevertheless

Yet

Words used to emphasize a point
again
truly
especially
to repeat

in fact

this leason
Especially

Truly

ln fact

To

To repeat

For

on the other hand
even though

emphasize

for this reason

to emphasize

Words used to conclude or summ.arize
finally

lastly
Because

ln conclusion

as a result
, therefore
As a result
All in all

to sum it up
all in all
To sum

it

up

in conclusion
because
Therefore

Because

Finally

for example
additionally
other

Words used to add inforrnation
again
also
as well

another

for instance

and
besides

next

finally

moleovel
along with
in addition

For example
Additionally

For instance

Next

Besides
Next

Moreover

Finally

Also

Another
Along with
As well

that is

for example

Words used to clarify
in other words

for instance

For instance

For example

ln other words

Equally important
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Paragraphs

CHARACTERISTICS: Basically, a paragraph is a unit of thought
made up of a group of related sentences. The paragraph . . .
I is organized around one controlling idea that is usually
stated in a topic sentence.
I is made up of supporting sentences that develop this

I
I
,

main idea.
rarely stands by itself. It is used with other paragraphs to
build a longer piece of writing.
can be designed'for specific functions like opening a
piece of writing, closing it, telling a story, describing
something, building an argument, etc.

EVALUATING: To decide whether your paragraph is an

effective
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unit ofthought, ask these questions:

What is the topic or controlling idea?
Is the topic clearly stated?
Do all phrases and sentences relate to the topic, or do
some take a different direction?
Is the paragraph coherent? Do linking and transitional
words show how various elements are related?
Is the organization clear and the line ofthought
reasonable and understandable?
Is the organization effective, utilizing the best method of
arranging the details?
Is the paragraph complete, having enough ofthe best

details to support the topic sentence?
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PARAGRAPHS: To decide whether

your paragraphs work together, ask these questions:
I Does the opening paragraph introduce the topic and
establish the thesis?
I Do the middle paragraphs support and explain the thesis
or primary argument of the paper?
I Does each paragraph logically follow the one that
precedes it and lead into the one that follows it?
I Does the overall organization of paragraphs build toward
the conclusion, or ending paragraph, in a way that's clear
and logicai?

